Crafts is one of the culture characteristic of each region and each country, which is often used as a souvenir of the area. So many of handicrafts produced, there is a unique objects, traditional suit, accessories, and so forth. Likewise with in the country of Indonesia, which is known as a country with many tribes and cultures. One of them is Lombok culture.

There are several kinds of handicrafts Lombok culture, like Kain Tenun and pottery. The kain tenun have different characteristic with similar handicrafts from other province. Likewise with the pottery, which has a motif made of fine sand, leaves or colored knitwear. But unfortunately, just a few visitors who come ti visit the area manufacture of Kain Tenun (Desa Sade) and Pottery (Banyumulek), almost tourist prefer to take to the beach.

Therefore, it’s necessary to have a place to show off the craft so as not to become extinct by time. With developing a special gallery for exhibiting, transactor or a place of learning about weaving and pottery. The gallery still retaining the style that captured the cultural theme of Lombok.
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